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Introduction

The standard proof of the well-known Froissart upper bound on the total
cross-section is based on the combination of three conditions: unitarity, aiialyticity of the amplitude of elastic scattering in the Martin-Lehmann ellipse
and polynomial boundedness of amplitudes in local quantum field theory
(see, for example, [1, 2]). So that the Froissart upper bound is considered
to be the intrinsic property of local quantum field theory. The generalization of this proof on nonlocal theories where amplitudes have nonpolynomial
bound for large momentum was done in [3]. In this paper we want to show
that these restrictions for amplitudes of physical processes on the mass shell
and the total cross-section can be obtained taking into account the unitarity
condition and the natural assumption that amplitudes are convex down functions of transfer momentum at least in some vicinity of the point t = 0. The
last assumpion is consistent with experiment and it is fulfilled in all known
theoretical models of local and nonlocal theories. The idea of the proof is to
consider the 5-matrix as a unitary operator defined on the Hilbert space of
physical states. This method is more general in comparison with the standard
methods [1], in which the main object of investigation is the amplitude of
elastic scattering considered in the form of decomposition over partial waves.
Another reason of this work is to remove the main objection against
the relativistic nonlocal quantum field theory in which the form-factors (see
[4, 5]) and propagators (see [6]) are entire analytic functions decreasing in the
Euclidean region of momentum space. The problem consists in that perturbation coefficients of any amplitudes represented in the form of perturbation
series
oo

M(sX]) = ^T gnMn(st}),

Mn(sij) ~ ens^

for

5tJ -> +oo

n=no

with Sij = (kt + kj)2. It means that the strong coupling regime in nonlocal
theories appears for yexp(s*-) "- 1, and we should use some methods to
sum perturbation series. In local renormalizable theories the strong coupling
regime appears for g In stJ ~ 1 and from practical point of view this boundary
usually is quite far.
However in the nonlocal quantum theory it is proved [4] that the S'-matrix
is unitary in each perturbation order and analytical properties of amplitudes

in momentum complex space are the same in local and nonlocal theories in
each perturbation order except the infinity. We hope that these properties
will be valid for exact amplitudes. Then the question arises, if the unitarity
condition makes all amplitudes to be bounded for high energies. This paper
gives a positive answer to this question.
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The Froissart upper bound

The well-known Froissart upper bound (see, for example, [l]) on the total
cross-section is based ou the following arguments. The imaginary part of the
amplitude of elastic scattering
31'2

1

I(syt) = — Im M{s,t) = —
87r

*

where cos# = 1 4 - s_^mi (t < 0), is considered for which
• the unitarity condition is used in the form

• the function Ai(s}t) should be analytic in the Martin-Lehmann ellipse
and, therefore, it is bounded for
5—

where i 0 = 4m2, for any fixed large s,
• in the local quantum field theory the amplitude increases like a polynomial
\M(syt)\<sN

(1)

where the number N does not depend on 5
Then, the inequality
PL(x)

7 £=

1 -f I

C

for x = 1 -f '&• > ) and large 5 gives

<sN,
so that

C

f

ai(s) < —=. exp < N In s —
* V

0

r~ i

One can see that for ai(s) <C 1 for

/ > L - Cyfs\n
and

The final result, the so called Froissart upper bound, can be obtained according to the optical theorem
, 0)

<< C(ln sf.

(2)

Essentially, we can see that this proof is based on the analyticity and locality,
and practically does not make use of the unitarity.
We can repeat all these arguments in the nonlocal theory (see [3]) where
instead of (1) we have

\M{s,t)\ < e'M,

(3)

where the function r(s) increases like r(s) ~ s° or more rapidly. We have
at(s) < 1 for / > L = Cy/sr(s) and
.V2

Csr2(s).

, 0)
JssO

Finally, for the cross-section one gets
> 0)

(4)

However, this bound is too rough. We shall see that the unitarity condition
leads to a weaker upper bound.
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Unitarity on the mass shell

We shall consider an one-component scalar field for simplicity. The generalization to other fields does not introduce essential difficulties.
The Hilbert space of physical states consists of vectors

Yljl[dyn^)\i

F = fo\O) +
where

where |0) is the vacuum, for which (0|0) = 1. The norm of F is defined

The S-matrix can be represented in the form
5

= l + il\

(5)

co

ni —I T12 =

P\

' • ••

Pn-2

I—

where h3 = (o»j, ^ ? ),
u>j — \Jrn2 + ^ ,
k} £ R 3 .
The 5-matrix is renormalized and satisfies the stability conditions:

5|0) = |0),

S\k) = |^),

i.e. the vacuum loops are removed and one-particle states are renormalized.

=0

j=l

{,,1}

l-l

The functions A4,m(A:,p) contain connected Feynman graphs and depend on
the relativistic invariant momentum variables on the mass shell
StJ - (k - kj)2 > 0,

Sim - {Vl - Vmf > 0,

td = (k - ft)2 < 0.

We shall assume that the functions A4 jm (s tJ , t%i) are different!able ajid convex
down functions at least in vicinities of the points txi — 0.
If the .9-uiatrix is unitary

we have the evident inequahty

Thus, if the 5-matrix is unitary the inequality
\(F,TF)\<2(*\F)

(7)

is valid for any F (E H. This inequality is the main tool of our investigation.
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Elastic scattering.

Let us consider the amplitude of elastic scattering. We introduce

F = F2 = (<lk, [ dk2 h(kxM)\^M)-

(8)

One obtains

(Ft F) = (F2) F2) = J I dkxd
and
(9)
=

ft

dk*ik2

J J y/2^2

where M27{k\, ^iPuPa) = M(s,t), s = (k] + k2)2 and t =
To extract the behaviour of the amplitude -M(.s, t) as 5
we introduce the following function

00 a n d t —> 0

(10)

-3/2

where <^(u) in a function with a finite support
supp 4>(u) = < u : 0 < u < -

and it is normalized by the condition

so that ( / ; F ) = 1.
Two parameters if and f are chosen
2
Q2 = q

m2 > m 2 ,

and

Q

For

Let us intoduce new variables in the integrals (9) where the function
is given by 10
A
k\ —> ki + (7,

k2 —> ^2 - (fi

P1 —^ p] + (/,

^2 —>• Pa - f7

Then the integration region is bounded

For large Q ^S> m2 one can get
J±

=

(A:A: ±

O

=Q

"

\QJ1

1.

Thus we obtain for Q —* oo
{F TF)

'

! ) * (!)<(?)• (?)
W fa + k2 - pi - j

p 2 ]n))

2s J

2s J

The function 4>(u) satisfies
| ^ s u = | dp 4>

(P

supp *(u) = {u : 0 < u < 1} ,

2

)
$(0) = 1,

|$(u)| < 1.

Thus, for large s —•> oo the inequality (7) leads to
(0<e<s)

(11)

7T

for positive functions $(u) and any value of the parameter e.
This inequality for t < ti < 0 gives

> t^il > o).
in comparison with
C(t 0 )
mentioned in [1].

(12)
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The total cross-section

Now let us consider the function J ( s , t) = Im At(s,t).
This function is a
differentiable and convex down function in some vicinity of t = 0 so that for
small enough £
T(5,-ue) > I{stQ)-ue^I(8tt)\tsQ.

(13)

Then we get the inequality
l

J du *2(u)r(«, -ue) > ClI(a, 0) - cc2jl{S) t)\t=0.

(14)

where c\ and C2 are positive constants.
Inequalities (11) and (13) give

'
_

4 c[l-ec6(a)]'
hi Xf5 i\L_n

(15)

so that
J

I(s, 0) < 2 s 6 ( s ) mi,,
4

—-: = Ca6(5).

(16)

ecb(a) eco(s)[l — ecb(s)\

If the function b(s) —• const, we should choose £ = const; if the function
b(s) —* oo, we should choose £ = g4jr.
According to the optical theorem, for s —»• oo
(17)
5

If the amplitude .M(s, t) has the Regge behavior
s\
-

ot(0

\5o/
where ot(t) = — ai for small <, then b(s) = a In s and
(71n.S.

8

(18)

v
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The optical theorem

Af2«(*,p)

i

L

1

2

"

J(s) = p1p2t;122w12a^(27r)t; = 2y/s{s - 4m2),

r(T-T) = T

21m M22(s, 0) =
n=2

Im M-ni.s, 0)
2

W^CT- 4m )

lni Af-2-j(

s=
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Ефимов Г.В.
Унитарность и амплитуды при больших энергиях

Е2-97-89

В квантовой теории поля скалярных частиц с массой т получены следующие неравенства на амплитуду упругого рассеяния Ai(s, t)
I M{s, t) I < C(r())5,

(|f|>|fo|>O)

и на полное поперечное сечение скалярных частиц

ötot(s) < С | - In Im M(s\ t) I,= 0 ,

(s -> oo).

Результат основан на унитарности 5-матрицы на массовой поверхности и
естественном предположении, что мнимая часть амплитуды упругого рассеяния
Im Л4(5, t) является дифференцируемой и выпуклой книзу функдией в некоторой окрестности точки t = 0. Условия локальности и аналитичности амплитуды
в эллипсе Мартена — Лемана не используются при доказательстве этих
неравенств.
Работа выполнена в Лаборатории теоретической физики им.H.H.Боголюбова ОИЯИ.
Препринт Объединенного института ядерных исследований. Дубна. 1997

Efimov G.V.
Unitarity and Amplitudes for High Energies

'

Е2-97-89

It is shown that in the quantum field theory of scalar particles with mass m the
following inequalities for the upper bound for the amplitude of elastic scattering

I M(s, t) I < c(/ 0 )5,

(M>U0|>0)

and for the total cross-section of scalar particles
a tot (5) < С | — In Im M(s, t) | , = 0 ,

(5 -> oo)

are valid. This result is based on the unitarity of the 5-matrix on the mass shell and
on a natural assumption that the imaginary part of the elastic scattering
Im Ad(s, t) is a differentiable and convex down function in some vicinity of t = 0.
The locality of фе theory and the analyticity of the elastic amplitude in the
Martin-Lehmann ellipse are not used in proving these inequalities.
The investigation has been performed at the Bogoliubov Laboratory
of Theoretical Physics, JINR.
Preprint ofihe Joint Institute for Nuclear Research. Duhna, 1997
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